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DEANS SPEAK OUT ON CHANGES AT LAW SCHOOL
by Russ Klein

On Tuesday September 1,
The Opinion conducted an
interview with newly ap
pointed Dean Olsen and
Vice Deans Dianne Avery
and Peter Pitegoff about the
state of the law school, both
present and future. In this
first part, the Deans discuss
some of the programs and
structural changes. The fol
lowing is the first part ofsev
eral stories from this conver
sation.

Following the de
parture of Dean Shields this
summer, the Law School
embarked on an ambitious
restructuring plan designed
to improve the law school
both administratively to bet
ter serve current law stu
dents, and structurally, to
improve the facilities of the
law school building itself.
The cornerstone of
the restructuring involves
the "new curriculum," a pro
gram which had been started
several years ago, and is fi
nally coming into its own.

Vice Dean Pitegoff said that
"much of the new curricu
lum is built around concen
trations ... which gives stu
dents an opportunity to spe
cialize in a particular area.
It gives them a much better
sense of what lawyering is
all about." Dean Olsen
added that there were cur
rently eleven concentrations
available for students.
Pitegoff also added that "it
gives students an opportu
nity to engage in, sophisti
cated problem solving and to
write publishable work. In

almost every concentration program." Avery said the
there is a link with practice mentoring program involves
-- clinical course opportuni groups of approximately 7
ties, simulation courses, or students being assigned to a
practitioners who co-teach faculty member. That fac
with some of the faculty."
ulty member will meet with
Vice Dean Avery the students as a group infor
pointed out that this will be mally over the semester and
the first full year of advis attempt to address their con
ing under the new curricu cerns, and provide links to
lum. "Until last year we other faculty members for
have not had any kind of students who wish to learn
mechanism for first year stu more about a specific field
dents to have regular access that the mentor does not spe
to faculty members. We cialize in. "[I]ts partly to
have attempted to address give them a close association
this through the mentoring
Continued on page 3

HISTORICAL CORNER TRAGEDY BEFALLS LAW SCHOOL
This week's historical
corner is taken from Volume
24, issue 8 of the Opinion,
which came out on February
15, 1984. The 83-84 term of
the Opinion begins the most
glorious span of the paper's
history; what we jokingly
refer to as the "Golden Age
of the Opinion" spans the
years 1983-88, when a se
ries of impressive editors
manned the paper's helm.

election ofReagan, a review
of the movie Liquid Sky (a
timeless work of art), and a
ringing endorsement ofpro
wrestling from the law stu
dent perspective.

by Russ Klein

University in Lennoxville
Quebec, where he graduated
two years ago with a degree
in English. His mother,
Alma Sullivan, described
the school as a very small
school in a very small town,
and said that her son wanted
to attend a small school
where he would be comfort
able and enjoy a small town
setting.
His interests in
cluded Celtic/Irish music,
poetry, and literature, and at
his graduation from Bishops
University was awarded the
prestigious Creative Writing
Award for a play he wrote
called Snide Burns. The
play was based on a setting
in a barber shop in Fort Erie

Matthew Sullivan, a
first year law student at the
University at Buffalo, was
murdered outside his apart
ment Sunday, September 6th
at
approximately 3 AM near
Truly, we stand on the
his apartment on Richmond
shoulders of giants.
Avenue.
There are no sus
FEDERALIST CHAP
pects
or
motive reported in
TER TO BE FORMED AT
the case, although reports
UB
indicate
that he was stabbed
"We are pleased to an
Interestingly enough, nounce the formation of the in the heart and lungs.
Sullivan was born in
this is also a time when the SUNY/Buffalo chapter of
Federalist Society was very The Federalist Society, an Buffalo, but lived in Fort
active in our hallowed halls. association of conservative Erie Ontario and possessed
Whether VB law is as "lib law students. Federalist So dual citizenship. Before at
eral" as it as reputed to be, ciety chapers are now found tending the University at
there is no doubt that the at over 65 law schools Buffalo School of Law, he
presence of a Federalist So throughout the country, previously attended Bishops
ciety here created the inter where they provide safe ha
,nsi.de ...
esting debate and lively con ven for libertarians, tradi
troversy that newspaper edi tional conservatives, and
The Anarchist............... 4
tors feel mark every great other right-minded individu
institution (mostly because it als, sponsor meetings with
assures us of having plenty visiting academics of a con
On UB .......................... 6
servative hue, and serve as
of copy).
springboards for en
Hockey Preview............ 8
The following issue ex gaging the entrenched Left."
cerpts a letter announcing
the arrival of the Federal
[Editors note: appar
Personals Opportunity..5
ists, brings a message from ently, being "conservative"
the editors of the paper does not mean being thrifty
Plus More of the Vast
(which we may have to run with the size of your
in full next semester), quotes
sentences.~
Continue on page 7
a letter supporting the re-

that he had attended through
out his life, and conversa
tions and lines he had heard
while sitting in the shop.
"He had a wonderful sense
of humor," Mrs. Sullivan
said of her son.
Among his other in
terests, Matthew was also an
avid skier. Mrs. Sullivan
said that her son chose the
schools he was interested in
based on their proximity to
skiing. He participated in
the Empire State Games
twice, was on the University
ski team, and was certified
to coach skiers.
Mrs. Sullivan said
that her son was very excited
to be entering law school,
Continued on page 3·
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Editorial: And Miniver Cheevy
thoui~ht HE had Jroblems!
Many of you may re
member a poem about an un
fortunate soul named Mini
ver Cheevy ("born too late").
For those of you who do not
remember, here's a refresher:
Miniver Cheevy was a man
of the modern age, con
vinced that his chivalric soul
was lost in time. Certain
he'd missed his vocation as
a knight errant or dragon
slayer, he sat around like be
sotted bump on a log, reflect
ing what a cool guy he'd
have been, if only he'd been
born a contemporary of King
Arthur.
I read the poem about
Miniver Cheevy in Ninth
grade. I have not read it
since. Nonetheless, it has
stuck with me, because I
thought Miniver was right
on. The modern age sucks.
Heroics? Poetry? Bah! The
closest you get to fighting a
dragon in Buffalo is cutting
off a Blue Bird Bus.
Compassion for Mini
ver, I suspect, was not the

message you were supposed
to glean from this poem. I
distinctly recall fellow fresh
man, disdainful of Miniver
and his supposed problems,
getting a better grade than
me that year. They all
thought Miniver was a pa
thetic whiner doomed to in
ebriation regardless of his
era.
But you miss out on a
lot when you bow down to
the accepted (and, I suspect)
correct way to interpret po
etry. I bet no one else in Mrs.
Huzoriwitz's freshman En
glish class would be able to
apply "Miniver Cheevy" to
the article I saw in last
week's New York Times.
On September 8, in a
section called the Kfar
Ruppin Journal, the Times
printed an article entitled
"Air Force Seeking Domin
ion Over Fowl of the Air."
Once I got past the headline
(which I thought was going
to be a report regarding our
Air Force and some bizarre

recruitment effort involving
Purdu boneless chicken), I
plunged into a epic regaling
the reader about a new gen
eration of Miniver Cheevys,
saved from the bottle by
finding a heroic application
for what might otherwise be
lives hopelessly mired in
modern irrelevancy.
Written by Douglas
Jehl, the "Dominion Over
Fowl" article related the tale
of British bird-watchers, do
ing time on a kibbutz in Is
rael, looking for birds. All
day. Every day. For three
months. And the reason?
Well, aside from getting
some top-rate ornithological
pleasure, these British
"birders" have saved the Is
raeli Air Force an estimated
$360 million in damaged
planes, and have saved
countless lives. This is be
cause, with a tactical genius
only rivaled by American air
troops in Italy, the Israeli Air
Force has been conducting
maneuvers in the most popu-

lar bird-migration territory in
the world. And crashing into
large birds. With stunning
regularity. For a decade.
Apparently, the high
tech equipment that allows
you to enact efficient evasive
action in the face of Mig or
a Stealth bomber isn't quite
up to anticipating the keen
military intelligence of a ka
mikaze pelican (perhaps we
should consider this phe
nomenon the next time we
have to slash the defense
budget). Because of this,
planes over Israel have been
lost with stunning regularity,
to migrating birds.
But now, birders armed
with walkie-talkies are warn
ing flight commanders about
flocks of birds before dan
gerous crashes can occur.
And so we have a bunch of
banger and mash-fed brits
playing hero near the West
Bank. They don't get to
shoot anyone, but they do get
the honor of a harmless
hobby turning them into a

military hero.
Think how much
money spent on therapy in
this country could be saved
if other leisure activities
could be turned to this type
of courageous (if bellicose)
end! The possibilities are
endless.
How much more satis
fying would it be, for in
stance, if everyone who ran/
walked on indoor Treadmills
was actually connected to a
U.S. nuclear sub? For every
mile you spent, going pur
posefully nowhere on that
stupid machine, you could
actually help our Navy get
somewhere. And the incen
tive to not skip a day!
"Captain, we seem to
be slowing down."
"Dammit,
why?!?"

Scotty,

"It must be that law stu
dent, Captain. She stayed up
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Translation
of our latin
motto:
"Welcome to
banjo-land,
home of the
8 stringed
banjo"

Vol. 39, No'. 2
Continued from page 1
with the faculty member, but
then ~he idea is that those
students will go to those fac
ulty members as a first line
person if they have ques
tions about things."
The new curriculum
will also insure that first year
students have one substan
tive class that is of small
size.
The other changes
that will be immediately vis
ible to the students is the
capital improvement project.
Olsen said that the school
received $1.8 million from
the state to embark on this
ambitious project. The reno
vation of the student lounge
is already underway. "We
have to wait for the furniture
to be delivered, and we have
to wait for the security sys
tem to be put in so only law
students will be able to use
it." The lounge will feature
a professional, comfortable
environment for student in
teraction and relaxation.
The new lounge is expected
to be open by the middle of
October.
Another projeet,
which will likely follow the
Tragedy. . .from page 1
and that they were ecstatic
that he was accepted.
Sullivan had expressed . an
interest to his mother in pos
sibly working in the field of
international law and with
people with immigration
problems.
Dean Nils Olsen
said "The Law School is a
community, and the sense
less, violent death of one of
our students is a loss to us
all."
"We were comforted

wings. buffalo. edu/law/opinion

"We have to wait for
the furniture to be de
livered, and we have
to wait for the secu
rity system to be put
in so only law stu
dents will be able to
use it."
-- Dean Nils Olsen on the new student lounge
completion of the lounge, is
the creation of a second floor
lounge out of room 207.
This room will feature vend
ing machines, a microwave
oven, plus booths and stools
with a counter so people can
sit around and talk infor
mally. This project ius ex
pected to be completed dur
ing the first semester.
The biggest change
that will come though will
by the school's expression
support after he had only
been accepted one or two
weeks
earlier,"
Mrs.
Sullivan said of Vice Dean
Carrel, who had attended the
wake and spoke personally
with Mrs. Sullivan.
Matthew Sullivan
was very close with his fam
ily, and is survived by his
parents Alma and John, his
two brothers Andrew and
Patrick, his sister Mary
Kate, and his aunts June and
Myrtle.

have portable furniture that
will enable it to be either a
trial courtroom with a jury
box or an appellate ·c ourt
room for a panel of appel
late judges." The most ex
citing part of the plan, ac
cording to Olsen, is that the
school already has strong
expressions of interest from
the appellate division, the
United States Magistrate,
and other courts to "conduct
judicial business during
school in the courtroom."
Besides the moot
courtroom, Olsen said that
the classrooms on the sec
ond floor will also be reha
bilitated.
Finally, the last ma
jor piece of rehabilitation for
the school involves the com-

he Student Bar Association
ill be holding an informaional meeting Monday, Sep
ember 14th, at 4pm in room
13 for anyone interested in
ecoming a _Class Represen
ative. The elections will be
eld on September 28 and 29.
f you have further questions,
top by the SBA office in the
irst floor lobby.

puters. The computer lab
replaced all the old comput
ers with brand new Pentiums
running Windows95. Along
with the new computers
comes a new sign-in proce
dure to restrict the lab to cer
tain graduate students and
law students. The library is
also in the process of add
ing new data ports so that
students can have direct
internet connections if they
bring a laptop with an
ethernet card.

Next week we will continue
with the discussion of what
the new deans do with their
new jobs, as well as other
changes occurring in the
law school.

be the construction of a new
modular electronic moot
courtroom out of the old
moot courtroom in room
104. "This will be the last
year that it will be scheduled
for undergraduate classes ..
. We get control of it back
again for _next year, and by
then we will hopefully be in
a position to convert it into
a state of the art modular
electronic courtroom. It will

Greetings, eartlings!
Please help the Opinio
staff name me. Submit
all suggestions to the
pinion office.

ATTENTION ALL LAW

STUDENTS!!

09.15.98
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MobileMinutes® is:
the easiest way to go cellular with
no credit check, no contract and no bill

as low as $7 50" a month
the only prepaid service with
$15 calling cards
MobileMinutes includes
CELLULAR
PHONE

I

FREE
ACTIVATION

I

$30 PREPAID
CALLING CARD

I

FOR JUST

$99.95

frontier

CELLULARe

1-800-676-3543
CALL

FOR

FREE

NEXT·DAY DELIVERY

FRONTIER CELLULAR STORE LOCATIONS: AMHERST: 1254 Niagara Falls Blvd. 831-0054t CHEEKTOWAGA: 2410 Walden Ave . 686-4300
Walden Galleria Mall 651-9163t HAMBURG: McKinley Mall 822-4381t WILLIAMSVILLE: Eastern Hills Mall 635-9225t t Open Sunday
QUALITY MARKETS LOCATIONS: WILLIAMSVILLE: 499 Hopkins & Klein Rd ./ 5274 Main & Union
'Price assumes monthly use of less than 14 local minutes. Phone model may vary.
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THE

NARCHIST
-(E)- by Russ Klein -(A)-

HUMANIMALS
And the monkeys in the
zoo they look so tame.
In the name of science
they removed their brains.
To think that man
evolved from this beast.
Civilized savages down
from the trees
The animals who run
these laboratories.
--The Subhumans "Evolution"
On my way to dinner
yesterday, I heard a small
piece of news that disturbed
me a great deal. Two women
told me that a deer had run
through a window of some
sort, and that they were now
going to shoot the deer. I
immidiately took a detour on
my path and ran to the park
ing lot behind Red Jacket,
and before I could get there,
I heard the sound of a single
gun shot pierce through the
air. Much to my dismay and
disgust, I heard other
"people" cheering on what
had happened. I walked
closer, and sure enough, I
saw a bloodied deer carcass.

I asked a "Public Safety" of
ficer whether they shot the
deer with a bullet or with a
tranquilizer, but he abso
lutely refused to answer me.
The deer certainly looked
dead though. To be fair, sev
eral friends (that I consider
to be friends to animal
rights) that I encountered
later informed me that the
deer was severely injured
before being shot, and that
it seemed like a mercy kill
mg.
It was not until I
moved to western New York
in 1993 that I learned that
deer run-ins with humans
were a serious problem.
Afterall, in New York City,
our biggest concern was with
stray dogs and cats, and
when I lived in Florida, we
had a very small alligator
that took up residence in the
canal behind our house (they
removed the 'gator eventu
ally to put it in more "suit
able" environs).
Yet it makes com
plete sense: We have en
croached a great deal on the

animal kingdom with artifi
cial environments. Deer and
other animals have had the
entire world at one time to
live and flourish, but now
they are being pushed into
ever smaller areas to live in,
and God help them if they
encounter a human. I was
once watching one of those
bizarre "When Animals At
tack" videos. The video
should be called "When Hu
mans Encroach." We de
stroy the native habitats for
human space, and then when
they come looking for food,
people get panicky and pro
claim that we must shoot
them to thin out their num
bers, to HELP THEM.
Imagine that. We need to kill
deer to help them. Why, how
noble! How caring! Give me
a gun, give me a six pack,
and off we go!
But do people con
sider what it is we are doing?
Unfortunately, I have come
to the conclusion that a great
deal of humans care about
animals based on the cute
ness factor. Fur bad, leather
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good. Ducks are cute, chick the food chain" we all really
ens are dinner. Dolphins are are. This is not to say that
smart and need to be pro humans would not survive,
tected, and we can talk about but we'd certainly be on the
it over some tuna salad run a bit more, to say the
sandwhiches. Veal is wrong, least. Especially since we
but there isn't much with of have become so out of tune,
a problem with a big thick it seems, with our natural
juicy porterhouse steak. survival senses.
Know what I mean?
This is not to say that
Humans seem to we are not a part of the ani
have an undying need to mal kingdom anymore -- far
rank and categorize things. from it. However, instead of
Who finished first in their living among nature, we
class? Who won that race? have created an entirely new
Who invented such and and foreign environment.
such? What are the top ten Humans have tbe gall to cre
law schools? When it comes ate a large city, and then set
to the animal kingdom, hu aside a small piece of land
mans seem to naturally put where there will be neatly
humans at the top of the list. mowed grass, a nice man
Afterall, we have no real made lake, and some neatly
natural predators (except, manacured trees and say
tragically, other humans), "lets get back to nature!" In
and we have become so iso his bookFour Arguments for
lated that we have developed the Elimination of Televi
a sense of superiority about sion, Jerry Mander discusses
where we really stand. But how even when human be
put a human out in the wild ings see nature or interact
now, without a gun, without with nature now, it is through
. armor and protection -- just artificial lenses and means .
a naked human -- and you'd We see a nature show on TV,
Continued on page 5
see just how "at the top of
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interrupted by commercials.
We hike in the woods wear
ing well made hiking boots
and other artificial protec
tion. In reality, we have re
ally lost contact with the
natural outside world.
So it should come as
little surprise that human
beings have developed the
ability to not only eat other
animals (when it seems as
though we are designed not
to do so on any kind of large
scale), but humans will also
enslave wild animals, and
keep them at their beck and
call in zoos, circuses, and use
homegrown animals for
vivesection and some of the
most cruel and inhumane
things you can imagine.
Afterall, we are the same
humans that enslaved blacks
in the so-called "land of the
free." This is not the same
as certain types of pets we
keep. Dogs and cats and
certain other kinds of pets
are domesticated to the point
where releasing them would
probably be cruel to the ani
mals. You do not take away
someone's ability to defend
themselves and then throw
them out into the world.
Winston Churchill
once said that the way we
keep prisoners and the rights
we afford them is symbollic
of the society we live in. The
same is true of the way we
keep animals. We keep ani
mals in slavery and subject
them to cruel tests, plus use
them for food. What does
that say for us?
I used to tell people
when
I
discussed
vegeterianism that I try not
to preach. I have decided
that is the wrong way to go.

wings. buffalo. edu/law/opinion
I will not be pushy on the
subject matter, but the fact
of the matter is that we are
pushed and sold on eating/
wearing animal products our
entire lives. Its the same as
when some of my gay and
lesbian friends were told "we
don't mind if you are gay, but
there is no need to broadcast
it." The fact of the matter
is, sexuality is pushed and
sold by straight people all
around us -- we just accept
it because it is the norm. If a
group of guys sits around a
table and I say "I got with
that girl last night" there
would probably be lots of
high fives, whereas if one of
my gay friends at the table
said
"I
hooked
up
with ... Steve last night" there
would probably not be the
same support (typically
speaking ... people vary from
person to person, of course).
The same thing is true with
vegeterianism and animal
rights: We accept animal
products used all around, etc.
because it is a societel norm.
Meanwhile, if I go to dinner
with some of my family and
say "I am a vegeterian" they
immidiately offer me fish or
chicken. That is how uncommon the understanding
really goes.
So long as we mis
treat animals and keep them
in slavery, we will never truly
be free. Maybe that deer be
hind the dorms had to be shot
to be put out of its "misery,"
but make no mistake: He
was probably looking for
food and shelter. Unless we
learn to co-exist in a manner
that does not involve subju
gation, we will always be less
civilized than many of us
think.
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1preciate their friendship, or express affection for:
la loved one, or tell a professor/dean that you justl
:love law school? Maybe you just want to tell usl
how much you love The Opinion -- the paper
1
1weekly fun in your mailbox. NOW is your:
lchance! We are not unsympathetic to the needsl
:of law students (afterall, this IS your newspaperl
too!). Uhh, anyway, we offer you, our studen~
1
1(and faculty) readers the chance to do so at the
lbarg~in rate of [FREE!] per column inch (3 col-:
:umn 1?ch ma_x, and we reserve the right to adjustl
tont size to flt space ... we are not a charity!). No:
1
1an~nymous a?s ~lease. ~e'll print your "person-1
:als as a contmumg section (w_ell, _if we get any).I
cool, huh? Just put the following mfo on a piecel
1 of paper and return to box 95 by 6PM, every:
1
1thursday: Your name, your class, a phone num-1
lber where we can verify any shoddy hand writ-I
:ing, and the message you'd like to leave. Its sol
~imole..._it could be on the LSAT'
I

o:t!
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Katie's Corner
HE ADVENTURES OF ISABE
Become a Law Journal Clerk for
Buffalo Public Interest Law Journal
'W'. o .\ e igt e .
lL<i, 2L,;, and transfer students are eligihll!. Are you a transfor student, a 2L, or a lL who would like to
gl!l some experience working on a law journal'! If so, we encourage you to apply to hecome a Law
Journal Clerk for the Buffalo Puhlic lntl!rnst Law Journal.

What does a Law Journal Clerk do?
A<i a Law Journal Ckrk, you will gain valuahk experience working on a law journal hy ...
• performing legal research work;
• looking up source materials and references in the library, on legal online services, and on the
internet;
• performing office duties; and
• providing technical support for various functions of the journal.
A position as a Law Journal Clerk will also provide you with room to grow and a chance to enhance an
develop your legal research skills. Law Journal Clerks will have the opportunity of increasing their
responsibilities and level of participation in the journal, and will he eligible to become A-;.-;ociates of th
Buffalo Puhlic Interest Law Journal.

Okay, you talked me into it - I want to become a Law Journal Clerk-what do I have to do?
To compete for a position a<; a Buffalo Puhlic Interest Law Journal Clerk, please suhmit the following:
{l) one letter of interest
(2) one copy of your resume
Submissions should he delivered in a sealed envelope to mailbox No. 65.
On the outside of your envelope please write:
(1) your name
(2) what year you are ( e.g., IL, 2L)
(3) your mailbox numher
The deadline for submissions is Se[Jtemher 20, 1998.
If you have any questions ahout becoming a Law Journal Clerk at the Buffalo Puhlic Interest Law
Journal, call us at 645-2147. (Leave a message if no one answers.)

In the meantime, where can I get more information about the Buffalo Public Interest Law Journal?
More information ahout the journal can he found at our weh site at <http://wings.huffalo .edu/law/hjpil>

-- By Ogden Nash (submitted by Katie McDowell

... Once on a night as black as pitch
Isabel met a wicked old witch.
The witch's face was cross and wrinkled,
The witch's gums with teeth were sprinkled.
Ho, ho, Isabel! The old witch crowed,
I' LL turn you into an ugly toad!
Isabel, Isabel, didn't worry;
Isabel didn't scream or scurry.
She showed no rage and she showed no rancor,
But she turned the witch into milk and drank her.
Isabel met a hideous giant,
Isabel continued self-reliant.
The giant was hairy, the giant was horrid,
He had one eye in the middle of his forehead.
Good morning, Isabel, the giant said,
I'll grind your bones to make my bread.
Isabel, Isabel, didn't worry;
Isabel didn't scream or scurry.
She nibbled the zwieback that she always fed off,
And when it was gone, she cut the giant's head off
Isabel met a troublesome doctor,
He punched and poked till he really shocked her.
The doctor~ talk was of coughs and chills,
And the doctor~ satchel bulged with pills.
The doctor said unto Isabel, 'Swallow this, it will
make you well.
Isabel, Isabel, didn't worry;
Isabel didn't scream or scurry.
She took those pills from the pill-concoctor,
And Isabel calmly cured the doctor.

NOUNCEMENTS

. Desmond Moot
ourt Competitio
(By Howard Beyer)
It seems with all the
resources available to an in
stitution the size of UB there
could be a better system of
transportation for the stu
dents. It doesn't take long
for one to figure out that UB
is a huge school that was
placed in a big field. What
this means to many students
(save
those
with
cars ... A.K.A. the lucky) is a
reliance on the campus for all
their needs (some which the
campus can ' t fulfill) and no
way of getting around. As
good as UB may be at enter
taining students (an assump
tion), there are times when
staying on campus just won't
do and the need emerges to
"get OU t."
One great thing
about UB is things aren't and
"extreme" distance away.
Many businesses and facili
ties which students would
find useful are close enough
to get to with some sort of
transportation. A school like
UB can provide this at a very
minimal cost to them, and to

the greater benefit of the stu
dent body. Basically, what
this school is lacking is some
sort of shuttle which students
can use to get around
town ... basically, just down
the street.
Most schools I have
been to have this sort of
thing. S.U.N.Y. Oneonta, for
example, has a " deal" with
the city transportation sys
tem. Students can ride the
city busses for free and get
around town. S.U.N.Y.
Fredonia has almost the
same thing ... a campus and
community shuttle (a Blue
Bird bus much like those
seen here at this school) that
runs to the campus and
around the town (Walmart,
Tops, etc.). As is the case at
most places, there was a need
to get off campus which was
recognized by these schools
(to do some shopping or, at
the very least, to see a movie)
and some action was taken.
I'm not suggesting
that UB operate an intricate
bus system to go all over the
Buffalo area. All UB has to
do is get one bus to go down
Maple to satisfy the needs of

most students. These busses
wouldn't have to run all day
(maybe 5-l0pm Sunday
Thursday and a little later on
the weekends), and students
would have access to most
of what they need (and can't
get, at least, in many cases,
at a good price, on _c ampus).
If a bus ran this route it could
stop at Tops, the movie the
ater, and even the Boulevard
Mall). Most of what stu
dents need, again, could be
satisfied by this one shuttle.
Especially when the weather
starts to get colder a bus like
this will be much appreci
ated by many.
In addition, the
school has a bus that runs
from the North to the South
Campus. Right there we
have a resource that can be
used. Along the route are a
few areas that may be of
some use to students. All we
would have to do is STOP
THE BUS!!! Currently the
bus will only stop on the
North and the South cam
puses. Why not pick people
up/drop them off at, at most,
a few more places along the
way? This would cost the
6

school nothing (it's already
running the route). I can't
see any reason why this op
tion, at the very least, can't
be so. City busses stop along
the way without building up
traffic, and we can "card"
people as they get on if there
is a concern about "unautho
rized usage." It doesn't take
much to do a lot in this case.
UB is a school of
immense size and resources.
For an institution of such
magnitude it can do a little
more for it ' s students. A
shuttle would be a huge as
set for this school. Even if a
ride cost a minimal amount
(say, $ .50), it would still beat
taking a taxi and would de
fiantly be a better option then
walking through the snow.
By doing this the school can
make campus life better for
a lot of people. Why not?
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Continued from page 2
late studying Torts again,
and somehow thinks that
justifies her missing a day at
the gym."
"Set the phasers in her
alarm clock to 'kill,' Scotty.
I want this energy problem
resolved now."
Or perhaps you like to
wile away the hours assem
bling model planes. In this
age of detente, we all know
we don't need a real mili
tary-just the semblance of
one. Movies of painstak
ingly assembled models, re
alistically posed and cre
atively filmed, could be sent
to our enemies all over the
globe, thereby assuring us
that America will continue to
be the Goliath of world poli
tics. Meanwhile, we could
spend the extra defense
money on special prosecu
tors for corrupt Senators and
Representatives, so they
won't feel left out of the
scrutinous fun.
And finally, maybe
your hobby is being a barf! y
at your local tavern. In that
case, I would suggest a
slightly more pro-active ap
proach. Once you've built
up sufficient tolerance to al
cohol, our government could
send you to various embas
sies throughout the world,
where, in your capacity as
ambassador, your assign-

Continued from page 1
WE KNOW IT'S
ONLY FREEDOM OF THE
PRESS, BUT WE LIKE IT
Editor #1: I've been
thinking about the future of
this paper. ...
Editor #2: And?
Editor #1: Maybe no
one cares if it publishes af
ter this year. Maybe no one
reads it this year. Maybe no
one believes this school
needs The Opinion.
Editor #2: I can't be
lieve that. Just about every
day, someone comes up to
me and asks when we're
coming out. And when we
do come out, everybody's
reading it. Once in a while,
I even get a compliment on
something in it. No, I don't
think our problem is lack of
readership.
El: Readership is one
thing, but authorship is an
other. How the hell can this
paper be published out of
thin air or, wqrse, our of good
intentions alone! Don't stu
dents around here recognize
that writers are what make
-this paper?
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ment will be to drink under
the table every foreign dig
nitary you come across. At
a specially coordinated time,
we could simultaneously in
ebriate every leader on the
planet, and take over their
countries in a coup de'etat of
kvass ( or vino, or uzo, or
whatever else it is you like
to reek of).
Miniver Cheevy was
upset because, as a common
man in a common age, he
had nothing grandiose to do.
There's a certain school of
thought that depicts dili
gence, duty, and attention to
detail as the key to a noble
existence, but we all know
that's a load of hooey. The
average person is bored, or
stressed, or bored of being
stressed, with little sense of
their own inherent power or
significance (I realize that an
audience of future lawyers
might not feel this problem
as keenly as their fellow citi
zens). But a simple twist can
turn the mundane into the
glorious. This is the kind of
opportunity we have to keep
our eyes open for.
Until you find your
own special way to shine in
the military-industrial com
plex, enjoy this week's edi
tion of the Opinion.
S.A. Cole
Editor-In-Chief

[Editor's note: As
aformentioned, more to po
tentially be published
later ...}
S U P P O R T
REAGAN'S ELECTION
by Ted Araujo
"I didn't vote for R.R.
in 1980, but after looking at
the cast of thousands running for the Democratic slot,
I'm going to vote for the
President in 1984. I'd like
to run a short review and
some suggestions for his
next four years in office. (If
you don't have anything
positive to suggest, keep it
to yourself; Ron's a sensitive
kind of guy.)"
"If I were fat and old
and rich (prerequisites for
getting R.R. 's ear), I'd tell
him to put David Stockman
in a new cabinet post: "Over
seer of the Pentagon." If
D.S. were allowed to run
amuck in that aprawling
beureaucracy, this nation
would save one-third of what
it spends on defense with
resultant greater capability.

09.15.98

I Have A Question About That Guy Who Died?
by A. A. Noel
What do you say when you
find out someone you hardly
know dies?
"I met him."
"He seemed like a nice guy."
"Too bad for his family ... "
The awkwardness
showed on everyone's face
when it was discussed. What
do you say? We were only
around each other a few
days. Did anyone really
know him? In the newspa
per it said he liked literature
and Irish music. He had a
mom and a dad and siblings.
He had friends. He came to
law school with great expec
tations. He had plans simi
lar to many of us.

As one of many in
the orientation throng, he
was asked, "Why are you in
U.B. Law School?"
How do you think he
answered?
The saddest news
was that he didn't just die of
as an unfortunate victim of
a random accident. He
wasn't just killed acciden
tally. His name was Matt
Sullivan. Matt Sullivan was
murdered. While most of us
were comfortably asleep,
someone stabbed Matt
Sullivan in his heart and
lungs. Matt Sullivan is dead.
What were Matt's
Last thoughts? Will we
think about it?
Can we do anything
about this? Or will it be:
There, but for the grace of
God, go we ... to Starbucks
for a latte and then it's off to

Criminal Law. Can we take
a few second from our busy
and very important sched
ules to think about how our
families would react if this
happened to us?
In the library, will
taw students a generation
from now look at the walls
and wonder what happened
to that guy and how did he
get his picture on a plaque?
Will it say that he was mur
dered? Will it say that all his
dreams and those of his fam
ily were taken away for no
good reason? Will those fu
ture students care only
enough to find out if there is
a scholarship connected to
the plaque?
How will we remem
ber the brutal end to a life
we hardly knew?

More Classic Stuff from February 15,
1984's Issue of The Opinion!
Poetry

,,.,,

Letter To the Editor of The Opinion:

"Law School Man" by
Victor J. D' Angelo
Stacks, Stacks, Stacks,
Well, Well, Well.
Look up something from
1936
What the hell.
Lean up against
the board
and you' II get cha Ik on
the back of your sport
jacket

"Coffee Machine" by
Victor J. D'Angelo
Oh great metal Box,
It gives us so much.
Day, night,
Black or extra white.
Pour, Pour, Pour,
Yellow soup
and so much more.
You once ran out of cups
And I watched my coffee
squirt down the drain.

Be Sure to
look here
next week
for another
Opinion
blast from
the past!

We, the Betty Menschievik.s seeking
to free man take responsibility for
the counterfeit grades posted Febru
ary 6. Unless our demands are pub
lished in The Opinion on February
15 the legal terror will continue.

I

(1) Law grades are to be posted
within 1 month after the exam dates
(2) All grades from last semester
must be up by February 20, 12:00
noon.
(3) No undergraduates in the li
brary, or undergraduate classes
scheduled in our classroom.
(4) Section 3 classes must be held in
Moot Courtroom.
If our demands are not met WE will
not be responsible for the conse
quences.

I

Bruno Carlos II Bakke
'

( editors note: the original in the news
paper was done with irregular capitali
zation and newspaper cutouts -- you
have to see it to believe it -- we have
reformatted it to make it easier to read)

'

-.
'
'

Continued on page 8
7
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R.R. would then be able to
deflect criticism from those
of you who think that he has
not served the poor all that
well."
"When it comes right
down to it, I'd much rather
have a President withthe ini
tials R.R. than F.M. An R.R.
glides effortlessly through
conflict. It is a sign of fine
craftsmanship and distinc
tion. It's not like all the other
cars on the road, but would
you want the President to be
a Toyota?
"An F.M., on the other
hand, is just a radio station.
Wherever it goes, it changes
frequency. It gives the illu
sion of substance, when in
reality it is controlled by
whomever turns that dial. It
ways whatever you want it to
say, and if you disagree with
it, it will change. An F.M. is
something that people who
dream deserve. An R.R.,
well, that's what you get if
you work."
[Editor's note: Trust
us. This "endorsement"
doesn't get any more ringing
or coherent when presented
in non-excerpt fonn.J
LIQUID SKY: so
BAD IT'S GOOD
By Jud Weiksnar
"Liquid Sky, the New
Wave/Science
Fiction
film ... is too vioent and obscene for my taste. The act
ing is terrible and the music
is worse. In spite of itself,
however, Liquid Sky suc
ceeds.
"Where does the appeal
of this movie lie? I don't
want to say the photography
is good. That sounds too
much like 'it has a nice per
sonality.'
"Maybe it's the story
that makes Liquid Sky click.
An alien come to lower Man
hattan via U.F.O. in search
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of the molecular configura
tion found in heroin. It starts
zapping people while they're
taking heroin, and later finds
it likes the molecular configuration found in humans
during orgasm even <letter.
Alright, maybe it isn't the
story."
"Perhaps the humor
was what brought me back
to see this movie a second
time. But what's so funny
about a German scientist
asking.a woman what direc
tion her apartment faces? If
that's not funny though, why
was I laughing along with
everybody else?"
[Editor~ note: Liquid
Sky is a bit dated by now, but
is still an entertaining flick.
Be warned, however: this is
a bad film to watch alone.
You need to have at least
three other people in the
room to generate enough
witty commentary to keep
the experience lively. Given
the right group of snide
viewers, Liquid Sky is two
hours ofpure early 80 ~ fun.]

F EWRESTLING
VER-IT'S CONTAGIOUS
by Pudge Meyer
"On Tuesday, February
7, 1984, at the Buffalo Aud,
no fewer than twenty-nine
people (not including
undergrads) joined me at
ringside. I get great satisfac
tion accompanying first-time
viewers. Sometimes they
said "It's so much better than
on t.v." But usually they just
sat there with their mouths
open. And by the third
match they were screaming
as loud as I was at the col
lection of talent that graced
the Queen City that fine
Tueday evening. What have
we done to deserve the pres
ence of Andre the Giant, Ivan
Putski, Sanana, Murraco,
Atlas, Johnson, Fuji, Saito,
the Sargeant, the Superstar?"

'fyfore Announcements
Jewish Law Students Association
First general meeting to be held Thursday
September 17 at 6PM in room 212. If you
cannot attend, please leave a note in box

88

Organization Fair
The annual Organization
Fair will be held on Septem
ber 22 and 23 from 11AM to
2PM. It will be a chance for
students to see what organi
zations, groups, and clubs
exist within the law school.

09.15.98

Hockey Season Is AIInost Here!
Its that time of the year
again. Hockey players arc returning
to training camp, and the NHL is getting ready to swing into another season of hope, disappointment , and
glory. A~ a service, The Opinion is
providing a glimpse into this year's
hockey season as it looks now
through the eyes or Russ Klein. You
will hear nothing of Mark McGwire,
Monica Lewinsky, or any of the mundanc ouL'iidc world in this column.
This is strictly hockey.
The season ended much as
I predicted last semester. The Delroit Red Wings won the Stanley Cup
and wheeled severely injured
Vladamir Konslantinov onto the ice
in tribute. Thal lcfl one team a winner, and 25 teams losers, looking to
play catch up with the repeat Stanley
Cup champs. Add to the mix expansion, and we now have 26 teams in
the hunt for the Cup.
The off season was marked
by a flurry of free agent signings.
Brett Hull jumped ship and headed
from St Louis to Dallas. Curtis Joseph left Edmonton for Toronto.
Mike Richter stayed put after failing
to spark a bidding war between the
Rangers and Flyers. The Flyers
signed John Vanbcisbrook from
Florida. Ron Francis went to Carolina. The Rangers perplexed the
hockey world by signing has-beens
John MacLcan and Brent Fcdyk (a
member of the old " Crazy Eights
Linc" in the early Lindros days) in
the midst of an alleged " rebuild."
What is lacking from this off season
is any maJor trades. Many of the old
names are staying with their teams
for now (when the biggest names to
move are Stu Grimson and Kevin
Haller, you know iL'i a slow off season). Some of the holiest names on
the market are reported lo be Pavel
Bure (who says he will never play
for Vancouver again), Keith Tkachuk
(who says he will not play until his
contract is re-negotiated), Jeremy
Rocnick (who Phoenix may not be
abletoaffordiftheyrcncwTkachuk's
contract), and even Eric Lindros has
popped up in rumors (Bobby Clarke
has finally told him to play up to the
salary he is paid). Toronto is once
again rumored to be shopping Felix
Potvin (not the same "Potvin sucks"
-- that would be retired Denny
Potvin), and the Rangers are rumored
to be shopping Adam Graves (with
injuries, perhaps the old,:st 30ish year
old ever to play the game), and Jeff
Beukcboom (whose faults are so
many, I can't even describe them).
Unfortunately, one hold
over from last year is free agent signing problems. Doug Weight remains
unsigned in Edmonton, and the Islanders have yet lo sign such stars as
Zigmund Pal fly and Trevor Linden
(dcspite having a dirth of offensive
taknl on their team). Add to this the
fact that the problem of concussions
is rearing its ugly head -- Pal
Lafontaine finally hung up his skates,
and everyone is hoping that Paul
Kanya can make it hack from his season ending hit last year. Coaches arc
crossing their fingers that their star
isn't the next to take a big hit.
The 1998 season brings,
for heller or worse, some interesting
changes. There is a new team this
year (the Nashville Predators -- )
more expansion teams arrive over the
next couple of ycars ... the Minnesota
Wild, Columbia Blue JackcL'i, and Atlanla Thrashers). The conferences
will also be divided up into three gcographical divisions rather than two (I
believe North East, Atlantic, Southcast, plus Central, West, and Pacific).
Finally, the league will be conducting a number of experiments. In the
prcscason, they will play with climinating the rcdline. The nets will he
moved a couple of feet away from
the back walls (lo clear up lralfa: hehind the net and prevent goalie~ from
overplaying the puck), and they will
try a large number or regular season

games with 2 referees instead of l.
Something tells me Toronto 1s moving
to the Ea~t this year a~ well, but for some
reason it escapes my mind so I will not
assume any division changes.
The Eastern Conference
Last year when the playolfa
rolled around, the East looked very ca~y
to evaluate. The Flyers and Devils were
the dominant teams and one seemed
likely to go on to the finals. Meanwhile,
both teams flopped early in the playoffs, and now the Devils have lost their
head coach and their top scorer. The
Flyers performed addition by subtraction when they traded Paul Coffey for
the equivalent of a bag of pucks, but
have not made significant improvemen ts in their team otherwise
(Vanbcisbrook is not going to be their
savior).
Other teams were big surprises last year. The Capitals came out
of seemingly nowhere to show thallhey
have a good mature team with a compelent goaltender. Ottawa showed a
major upset in the first round, but remains basically a one line team. Pillsburgh and Montreal maintained decent
teams despite PitL~burgh lacking depth
and Montreal lacking a number one
goaltender. Buffalo showed that when
God is your goaltender, you can go far
-- still, they lacked the necessary depth
to make it to the finals. Boston showed
that they are maturing into a future dynasty and what "will be" in the NHL
just a few short years from now.
Carolina came on strong in
the end, but failed to make the cut. The
Islanders showed that when they wanted
to, they could be a good team -- unforlunately they are coached by Mike
Milbury (a guy who is nicknamed
"Shoe boy" because he supposedly tried
10 allack someone with his shoes), who
has been incompetent in running that
team (thank God I am a Rangers fan).
The Rangers were an abject disaster last
year, flirting with a top 5 draft pick most
of the year. Florida and Tampa were
not even worth mentioning -- hoth had
embarrassing seasons (culminating in
Florida getting a great draft
pick... though too bad they traded it earlier in the year to San Jose).
This year it is safe to say that
the Devils will probably slip back a
notch (though remain in playoff contcntioil, Philly is still the "cream of the
cop" in an Eastern Conference that is
becoming the epitome of"parity." Boston is still a couple of pieces away from
being a true contender, but a breakout
year from Joe Thornton ( l 997's numbcr one pick) could be what they need
to go over the top (especially if Sergei
Samsanov continues where he left off
from this year). Washington should
make it to the playoff-; as a top three
seed just by virtue of being in the weakest division in the East (lop team from
each division gets automatic 1-3 sccding). The Hurricanes should also surprise some people with good years from
Roberts and Francis. Ot1awa will be a
playoff team, and they have good young
talent developing. Their problem is that
they have painfully lilllc depth .
Montreal has enough talent to make the
playoffs, hut not much else. Finally, I
believe that the Islanders (assuming
they start signing people like Palffy and
Linden) will make the step into the playoffs. Buffalo should also he a contender
for the playolh once again.
The odd man out from last
year's playoff bunch will probably he
Piushurgh . They lost Francis, and have
a series ofsecond string goaltenders, but
no true number I. They do have Jagr
though, and they did adjust to the loss
of "Super Mario," so you never know.
The Rangers will languish
this year as they undergo a rebuild . I
strongly suspect Gretzky will have a signiricantly reduced year in terms of oulput (though, and you heard ii here first,
Kovalcv will finally have a 40-40
ycar... hrcakout if you will). Florida is
in disarray and being run by the hockey
equivalent of the Marx Brothers. The
Lightning have improved themselves a
great deal , but will not be playoff

bound.
The Western Conference
Unlike the East, the West
has a very strong line between the contenders and the pretenders. The contenders are: Detroit, Colorado, Dallas,
and to a somewhat lesser extent, St
Louis (though they took a big hit this
year by losing Breit Hull). The rest of
the teams are just not in the same
league. Granted that Edmonton is supcrior to Vancouver, but every team
not named as a contender above has
major glaring flaws.
Detroit is mostly the same
team they were last year, except now
they will have the services of Sergei
Federov all year. Colorado showed
that they needed a heart transplant, but
this year they have a new coach and
they had 4 big first round draft picks
in this past drafl -- watch for them to
turn it around and return to true contenders (especially with Roy's days
winding down). Dallas won the Presidents Trophy for most points, but lost
in the playoffs. They have added formidable weapons this year and this
could be it for them . St Louis was a
good team last year and had plenty lo
brag about, but as I said, losing Hull
could prove to he a huge blow for
them.
A~ for the rest of the teams,
iL~ almost painful to go through the list.
Anaheim needs (A) depth in scoring
and (B) to figure out a way to stop
other team's goons from taking liber
ties with Kariya and Selanne (acquir
ing the Grim Reaper and Haller will
go a LONG way towards solving this
second problem). San Jose has nice
developing talent but is loo young with
their youth and too old with their lead
ership. Edmonton lost Curtis Joseph,
has not signed Doug Weight, and is
still being cheap enough to field a team
that is always good, but never good
enough. Vancouver will pay on the
ice if they don't gel true value for Bure
(and Bure has a "top 3 salary average"
clause so he may be paid $10 million
this year) -- Messier is too old lo be
their savior, and Mallhias Ohlund is
too young to lead the team. They also
have no goaltender signed as of yet,
and a series of 3rd stringers lined up.
Finally, their team defense is an ongo
ing joke that would make the best
goaltender look bad. The Kings arc a
mid-tier team that needs to acquire a
big name scorer (they are rumored to
he interested in Bure). Phoenix may
have serious contractual problems with
Tkachuk and/or Roenick this year.
The other teams do not deserve to be
mentioned (Toronto and Calgary,
whatever conference they will be in,
will not be particularly good --Toronto
needs lo learn that "Mats Sundin alone
docs not equal a Stanley Cup").
Predictions
This year's Stanley Cup fi
nals will feature some new faces:
Dallas versus Boston. Boston will lose
to Dallas in 4 or 5 games, and then the
Bruins will become a new dynasty in
a couple of years (ala Edmonton in the
mid-80 's). This year's Art Ross Tro
phy (league leader in points) goes to
Paul Kariya (if he can stay healthy),
and the
Vezina Trophy (best
goaltender) goes to Martin Brodeur.
Once again, Dominick Hasek gels the
Harl Trophy as MVP. Kariya also gets
the Lady Byng Trophy (gentlemanly
play). The Calder Trophy !'or rookie
or the year goes to Manny Malhotra
of the Rangers. Finally, Brian Leetch
will reclaim the Norris Trophy.
And speaking or the
Rangcrs ... thcy will finish at least 5
games under .500 this year, but will
be more exciting lo watch this year.
Gretzky will begin his decline,
Kovalcv will begin his ascent, and
Leetch will return to Norris Trophy
form. Richter will show the world that
he is the most overrated goalie this side
or Ron "Five Hole" Hcxlall.
And that my friends, is this
year's NHL in a wrap. My predic
tions arc worth the price or this news
paper (which is nothing).
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